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THE MEAN IN STATISTICS 
When one speaks of how statistics have been utilized in decades 
past there is much to say. However, it is even more astonishing when 
one speaks of the utilization of statistics today. The use of sta-
tistics is widespread virtually over all of the world today, and is 
put to use in such fields as surveys, census, psychometrics, and al-
most every business, vocation, and employment that may come to one's 
m1nd.1 But I wish to confine ~self to the mean in statistics; I 
will even make another boundary on myself by discussing on~ the arith-
metic mean, geometl"ic mean, harmonic mean, and dlttadratie .1n$an. . .: • 
And the quadratic mean I will only discuss briefly, tor it is not used 
to the extent as the other three. 
Arithmetic Mean 
When people see the words 'arithmetic mean' they have a. great 
tendency to tell theirselves they do not have any acknowledgment of 
the words. But I am sure that most of tnem do know the meaning of 
the words. I think one of the better definitions I have found for 
them is Mthe arithmetic mean, which is some~imes described as a num-
ber that is typical of the whole group; that is, it is representative 
1John G. Peatman, Introduction to Applied Statistics, Harper & 
Raw Publishers, New York, New York, 1963, pp. 9-12. 
of what is frequently called the central tendenoy. 112 And thus one 
may see that the arithmetic mean is nothing more than the average 
of a group of numbers. 
If one would wish to find the arithmetic mean of a group of 
numbers he would do it as if he were finding the average; that is, 
divide the sum of the numbers by how many numbers there are. Thus 











The arithmetic mean is equal to 57+3 = 19 
following this on tnrough one may come up with the equation: 
Ec is the sum of the numbers, N is the number or how many numbers 
there are, and M' is the arithmetic mean.3 Thus the definition and 
the equation for arithmetic mean has been given, and now one may 
go on to deviations from the arithmetic mean. 
One law or property that the arithmetic mean has is that it 
is the same numerical distance from the sum of the numbers below 
2George R. Davies, and Uali Yoder, Business Statistics, John 




it and the sum of the numbers above it. Bach separate distance 
fron a number to the mean is called the deviation t~m5tihe man., 
and is denoted by {d). We snall let ttle numbers greater than the 
arithmetic mean have a positive deviation and the numbers less 
'than the arithmetic mean have a negative deviation. And when add-
ing all the deViations together their sum should be zero. If their 
sum is not zero then the mean used in finding tne deviations was 
not the actual arithmetic mean. For example, the deviation of the 
numbers 36, 5, and 16 where 19 1s the arithmetic mean are as followsc 
Table Il 
X M d 
1 i9 -!'4 
16 19 .. 3 
+Ja +!2, +ll 
57 57 0 
And from this another ~ore specific definition of the arithmetic 
mean may be stated. This new definition would be that the arith-
metic mean is the number if used to replace each number of a set 
of numbers tne sum will be equal to the sum of the numbers in the 
set. In this case the set is 36, 5, and 16.~··Ar1d their sum is 5'7; 
when 19 is put in for each of the numbers the sum is also 57 so 
thus 19 is the actual arithmetic mean of this set. 
A short-cut method of finding the ari tbmetic mean may be found 
by using the idea that the sum of the deviations mus.t be zero for 
the arithmetic mean used to be the actual aritnmetio mean. This 
short-cut method is started by fmughly guessing what the mean is. 
This first approximate value of the arithmetic mean (A) is used as 
the origin for finding the deV1ations or the numbers in the set. 
Tnese deviations (d') found from the approximate aritnmetic mean 
are averaged and then divied b,y N to find a correction factor (f). 
Then the actual aritbmet1c mean is found by adding the correction 
factor to the approximate arithmetic mean. For the number seto36, 
5, and 16 one may guess the arithmetic mean is 21. So to find the 
actual arithmetic mean would be as suchs 
Table III 
X A d' N 
5 2I -tO r 
16 21 
- 5 1 
36 21 :!t +1 3 





M=21 + (-2) =19 
M. is the actual arithmetic mean, A is the approximate arithmetic mean 
value, f is the correction factor,I:d' is the sum of the deviations. 
found from A, and N is how many numbers there are in the set. 
This snort-cut method of finding the arithmetic mean may not 
seem like a shorter method as seen in Table III; however, when work-
ing with many numbers of fractions this method is somewhat faster 
and perhaps easier than the direct method as demonstrated in Table 
I. The short-cut method is also quite useful when working with data 
that are grouped in the form of a frequency distribution. The find-
ing of this type of arithmetic meam in frequency distribution is 
4 













































.53... = f 
+~ =A 
23.53 ••• = M 
In explaining Table IV, I pic~ed a college class that had an 
enrollment of 30 students, and then I cvunted the student attendance 
for '0 olass meetings. The attendance was divided into four groups; 
between 10 and 15 students attending, between 1.5 and 20 students at-
tending, between 20 and 25 students attending, and between 25 and 30 
students attending. G denotes each of the four groups, F represents 
the frequency or how,many times each of the four groups happened in 
the 30 class meetings, m is the mid-point of each individual group 
from which the d1 is determined, and d' is the deviation from m to 
the approximate arithmetic mean (A). And in this case I picked A to 
equal 23. It is seen then that in Table IV the arithmetic mean is 
found by adding the products of F and d' then divide by t4e number 
5 
of class sessions (N), and this gives the correction factor (f). 
The correction factor is then added to the approximated arith-
metic mean which gives the actual arithmetic mean. And the equa-
tion that may be written to express this is: 
M.= ~ (~d' 2 +A 
Table V is finding the arithmetic mean for the same data 
only by the direct method. The products of the mid-points and 
frequencies are added together then divided by the number of class 
sessions. This method gives the same arithmetic mean as the 
short-cut method, and the equation that will express this direct 
method is: 
M=r<m·F> +A , , N 
Again in this case the direct method 1apks shorter than the 
short-cut method, but the more frequencies that are used in a 
problem of this sort the harder the direct method becomes and the 
easier the short-cut method becomes. 
Geometric Mean 
The geometric mean is very useful as is the arithmetic mean 
is in statistics, but it seems to be so much more troublesome 
than the arithmetic mean. I feel this troub~e comes to the geo-
metric mean because it is so closely related to logarithms, and 
as we all know logarithms 'aint no fun.• 
I would say there are many ways to approach the geometric 
mean, but basically "the geometric mean may be defined as the nth 
6 
root of the product of n items or values.''4 The geometric mean may 
also be thought of as "calculated in a manner similar to that by 
which the arithmetic mean is discovered except that the measures are 
transferred to the geometric scale by using their logarithms instead.: 
of the measures themselves."5 What this last statement is saying is 
that much or all of the multiplication and division that is needed 
to work with the geometric mean may be done by logarithms. The equa-
tion used to describe the geometric mean,where GM is the geometric 
mean, x is the variate, and n is the number of variates, is expressed 
as such:6 
If looking for ways to use the geometric mean in statistics two 
ways come to ~· quickly; when items are considered as factors or as 
ratios. A very simple e1ample of, this wt>uld .be to ·.f;tnd the' geometric 
mean of 1, 4, and 16. This calculation is shown in Table VI-A using 
long division and multiplication while Table VI-B is using logarithms 
f6r its division and multiplication. 
A. 
Table VI 
GM of 1, 4, and 16 is gy definition 
equal to 3V1• 4· 16 = 3'{(}+ = 4 
4ya-Lun Chou, Applied Business and Economic Statistics, Holt, , 
Rineh~rt, and Winston, New York, New York, 1964, p. 155. 
5o i . ..1 V'dl .·,"1.&~,, . .,. nh 95 aves, ~z;t{ol ~-~~--•J:',.2E,··,!2"i:t•PP• 7'1'- • 
6A. C. Rosander, Elementa£1 Principles of Statistics, D. Van 
Nostrand Company Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 1957, p. 70. 
7 
Table VI 
B. log 1 = .oooo 
log Lf. = .6021 
log 16 = 1.2041 
3rr:8o20' 0':6o'20 
antilog of · 0. 6020 = 4 = GM 
One may ask how to put this to use. Taking the three numbers 
1, 4, and 16, :&rid:• use,; them to make a box. ·• The V:;>lume of this box 
is 64,cu. units, and it may be said that the average diminsions ot 
the box ia 4 units by 4 units by 4 units. Now, it may be seen that 
the geometric mean is very closely related to the arithmetic m$an, 
because the geometric mean is the number used to replace 1, 4, and 
16 without changing the results of the problem. 
A third way in which the geometric mean is utilized in statistics 
is when an average rate of successive increases and decreases is re-
quired. Say that the population of a city grew ~ in one decade, 
1~ in the next decade, but in the next decade it declined 1~, and 
the rate of increase per decade is required for the three decades. 
Let I stand for the initial population; so the population at the end 
of the three decades is equal to I•1.40•1.10•.90=1.386 I, 
In this case one plus each rate (1 + r) taking the rate. with its 
algebraic sign, are factors, respectively, in the final products. 
The geometric mean of (1 + r) is 3./1.40•1.10 •. 90 = 3i1.386 = 1.114; this 
would be saying that the average rate of increase is C.114 or 11.4~. 
The geometric mean like the arithmetic mean may be used in un-






As a rule any roots passed the cube root s ould be handled with 
logarithms because of the actual math invo ved. I am sure one may 
see the obvious advantages he would have 1 he knows how to use 
logarithms when trying to find such values as 7J34.663 and ~234~112. 
In Table VII the ungrouped method is sed to find the geometric 













+1 n·~*~1 5 5 •. 2 
log GM = 1.3930 
GM • antilog 1.3930 
GM=24.7 
* Table VIII 
log GM = ~(log x) = 
N 
6• 9~52 = 1.3930 Thus: 




















N = J0 30 • 
log GM '-=~1~.~3~ 
GM = antilog 1 
"' GM = 23.2 
Data used is 
Harmonic Mean 
40.9415 
30 = 1.3647 Thus: 
GM = antilog 1.3647 = 
23.2 
IV. 
The harmonic mean is not used nearly s much as the arithmetic 
mean or the geometric mean, however, it is still quite useful when 
dealing with problems that have to do with weighed averages. "The 
harmonic mean of a series of values is defined as the reciprocal 
of the arithmetic mean of the reciprocals of the several values.d7 
And the equation where HM is the harmonic mean, n is the number of 
how many numbers there are, and xi's are the numbers may be written 
as SUChl8 
n 
HM= £ i 
:£=1 xi 
A problem as such will make use of the harmonic mean. We 
have the information given that: 
Date 
November 4, 1969 
November 5, 1969 






These facts are regarding two purchases of a certain commod-
ity, and the problem is that we want to know tne average price in 
tne two transactions. The natural weight for the price per pound 
is the number of pounds, since the number of pounds represents the 
number of times the price is spent and is, therefore, the frequency. 
For this reason, in order to secure an appropriate weighted average, 
it is necessary to determine the number of pounds purchased on each. 
of the dates •. This result is achieved by dividing $20.00 by $0.10 
and $40.00 by $6.20, thus discovering 200 and 200 pounds, as the 




appropriate weights. The problem may then be restated with the 
purchases described as follows: 
Date 
November 4, 1969 
November 5, 1969 












Such a restatement makes clear the average price per pound 
as the total cost $6o.oo, diVided by tne total number of pounds 
400, or $0.15 per pound. 9 Here again the problemds simpl~, :but 
when problems such as these become harder the harmonic mean is 
most useful. In Table IX the same data is applied to the defin-
ition with the use of frequency. 
Date 1 
Novem~4, 1969 














HM of reciprocals =4oo.:;.6o = 6.666 ••• ·· 
HM = 1..!..6. 66b ••• = $0.15 per pound 
• 
Quadratic Mee~.n 
'fhe fourth and perhaps the least used of the four means is 
quadratic mean. It "is defined as the square root of tne arith-
metic mean of the s·quares of the observat1.ons (root-mean-squares). tt10 
9oavies, and Yoder, ~· ill•, PP• 9:3~~. 
10chou, ~· ~., p. 164. 
11 
The equation for the quadratic mean may be writ~en as such: 
~x2 
Qf1=~~~2 
Where N is the arithmetic meam squared, and QM is the quadratic 
mean.ll This type of mean is used to average values, but it is 
also used to find standard deviations and to average standard 
deviations. 
I have discussed the four basic types of means and have given 
some examples of tneir uses in statistics, but the uses··(if::.these 
four mathematical functions are virtuality unbounded in the field 
of statistics today. And I fell they sull: beoome:'.of' -even greater 
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